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About This Game

For the first time ever, The Master Chief’s story comes to PC. Featuring Halo: Reach along with Halo: Combat Evolved
Anniversary, Halo 2: Anniversary, Halo 3, the Halo 3: ODST Campaign and Halo 4, this is the definitive Halo experience.

Honoring the iconic hero and his epic journey, The Master Chief’s story is brought together with a total of 67 campaign
missions plus more than 120 multiplayer maps (including the original Halo Combat Evolved maps) and Spartan Ops maps. Now
built for PC with mouse and keyboard support and up to 4K UHD and HDR, this is the collection Halo fans have been waiting

for!
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Title: Halo: The Master Chief Collection
Genre: Action
Developer:
343 Industries, Splash Damage, Ruffian Games
Publisher:
Xbox Game Studios
Release Date: Coming Soon

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft Windows

Network: Broadband Internet connection

English,French,Italian,German
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Wrack: Starfall Kickstarter Launches:

The Kickstarter for the next Wrack game launches today! Wrack: Starfall is the world's first tower defense first-person
shooter... with rogue-like elements! This is all while keeping the same Wrack art style and unique elements.

Learn more about and bring Starfall to life by heading on over to its Kickstarter page.. Version "Now in Color!" Released:
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We've got another great update for you! This update, "Now in Color!", significantly enhances the overall brightness and color
depth of the game. It also adds a new form of anti-aliasing, some new screen effects, and plenty more! You can see for yourself
the difference it all makes in the update trailer:

<iframe width="560" height="315" src="http://www.youtube.com/embed/TaB9NDtTeQo"></iframe>
FULL CHANGELOG

Significantly brightened many of the game's textures and graphics! The game's overall contrast should be much better
now.
Added a new form of anti-aliasing: FXAA! This reduces pixelation of numerous edges, including weapon outlines and
textures.
Updated the lightmapping blur algorithm to produce better results. Mappers also have more blurring choices!
Faces now take up less less lightmap space due to no longer needed a pixel-wide border.
Lowered the level ambient lighting from 64 to 16 to produce more contrast.
Optimized the rendering of decals. There's still some more work to do, but it should be a bit better now.
Lowered the max. number of decals on a single face from 512 to 256.
Made some tweaks to the bloom algorithm. It now samples a more even distribution of pixels on the screen to blur.
Added support for angle/pitch offsets for various screen shaking effects, and applied it to the weapons (including the
Hyperblade when it hits something).
The gamepad now rumbles when an object is struck with the Hyperblade.
Brightened and increased the duration the dynamic lights attached to weapons when they fire.
Barrel gibs now spin around.
Made some lighting/architecture adjustments on E1L1.
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Added some bloom maps for several E1L1 textures.
Removed a couple of duplicate faces on E1L4.
Fixed an issue that prevented killed monsters that activate a checkpoint from being gibbed.

. Minor Update "Still in Color!" Released:
Relatively minor update this week. I didn't want to overhype it with the usual trailer and whatnot. We've got some great stuff in
the works though, and next time we'll have a nice juicy update for you. Promise!

Here's what's new in this one:

Added a drop shadow to most of the game's text. It's prettier now.

Implemented new program icons for both the game and the editor.

Added a new lightning column sound effect that plays on levels 6, 6', and 7.

Added some lava sound objects on level 6 that really should have been there in the first place!

Slightly brightened the HUD graphic backgrounds.

Updated the loading screens along with the frame.

Updated a couple of sound object names.

Moved the sound objects to the "Sounds" category in the editor (previously in "Misc").

. Version "Get Yout Mod On!" Released!:
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We're thrilled to announce that our next biweekly update, "Get Your Mod On!", is here! This is a big one, because it introduces
FULL Steam Workshop support, the ability to browse mods through Wrack itself, new sound effects, new modding capabilities,
and plenty more! You can see the trailer for it all right here:
<iframe width="560" height="315" src="http://www.youtube.com/embed/4sA7ZuKY3co"></iframe>
FULL CHANGELOG

Mods can now be submitted to Steam Workshop through WrackEd! They can be subscribed to and played through 
Wrack as well.
Workshop submissions (both maps and mods) can now be updated after publishing through WrackEd!
Wrack now automatically downloads updated versions of subscribed Workshop items.
Added new gib sound effects! Gibs now make sounds as they bounce off of things.
Added two new trooper death animations.
Updated the display name of numerous objects in the editor.
Added the "object shoots" face action activation type, which allows face actions to activated by shooting it.
Updated the map format to accomodate the new face action activation type. Older maps will need to be run through
mapconvert\MapConvert.exe
Added the GetVelocity() AI script command, which returns the object's current velocity.
Added new AI script commands for debugging mod development: AddOutputInt(), AddOutputBool(),
AddOutputString(), and PrintOutput().
Added some cutscenes to the right side of E1L6 to better clarify what the switches do.
Fixed a bug that prevented the railgunners from gibbing properly.
Fixed a bug that prevented leaderboard replays from being watched on leaderboards with multiple entries.
Fixed a bug that prevented the "enter" key binding from saving properly.
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Separated the subscribed map/mod menus in Wrack.
Fixed a bug that prevented replacement textures in object spawned by spawners to not properly precache.
Fixed a bug that allowed you to quicksave during intermission.
Fixed a bug that prevented secrets from being re-findable after restarting a map in Time Attack/Score Attack.
Knockback from rockets is now affected by the Doomsphere.
Damage done to yourself from rockets is now affected by the Doomsphere.
Fixed a bug that caused colorized sections of text spanning multiple lines to mistakenly be reset on subsequent lines.

It's already out on Steam and the website, and should be up Desura shortly.. Version 1.2.0 Released:
We're pleased to announce that Wrack v1.2.0 has been released! Among many other fixes/additions, this version features
something you the community has demanded: an uncapped framerate! This will allow the game to be buttery smooth on
monitors with a refresh rate greater than 60 Hz. If you're lucky enough to have a monitor like this, be sure to try it out!

Here's the full list of what's new:

The frame rate is no longer capped at 60 FPS! The frame rate can now set in the "Video Settings" menu from 30 FPS all
the way up to being uncapped!

Added a new loading screen! This one is more colorful and fits the existing UI better.

Added a new finalized "Episode Summary" screen! This now has the proper interface, along with new music!

Applied some degree multi-threading to dynamic lights. This may optimize projectiles slightly for those with multiple
CPU cores.

The gamepad can now be used in the menus, even if the "Enable Gamepad" setting is set to "No".

Removed some unused particle graphics and fixed the resolution of some other images. Hopefully this will prevent
issues related to running out of memory.

Reduced memory usage on the game's sound effects.

Added a display indicating which button should be pressed to execute a finisher once they become available. This
display goes away once the player has executed 3 finishers.

Added confirmation menus when picking Cakewalk, Hardcore, and BS! elaborating on key features of the skill settings.

The title screen Final Boss Entertainment logo is now displayed in a letterboxed mode if the resolution is non-16:9. The
graphic has also been altered so that the logo is slightly larger.

Wrack now disables use of the Windows key.

Tweaked the position of some of the HUD elements so they don't overlap.

Removed a duplicate face on E1L2.

Fixed a bug that allowed you to use the escape key to exit out of certain menus this was supposed to be forbidden for.

Fixed the size of the railgunner gibs.

Music now fades out when returning to the title screen after a quicksave.

Fixed a bug that prevented main menu selection cycling when holding down the arrow keys.

Thanks everyone! Hope you enjoy it.
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